LES ONAKA HANDICAPPERS’ RACING REPORT
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RACE 1
(5) GREAT BAMBINO

(1) TERRELLO

(6) ILL TELL YOU WHAT

LES ONAKA'S EARLY PICK 4
SMALL TICKET
1st race (1,5)

2nd race (1,2,3,4)

3rd race (1)

4th race (3,4,5)

TOTAL $ 24.00

2nd race (1,2,3,4)

3rd race (1)

4th race (3,4,5)

TOTAL $ 48.00

LARGE TICKET
1st race (1,5,6,8)

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
HORSES TO WATCH:
GREAT BAMBINO broke well, dueled inside one rival near the far turn (22.12 opening quarter), gained the slim advantage at
midstretch, held gamely (6.28 final 1/16) vs. MAIDENS. Looks real tough with a repeat performance!
TERRELLO broke well, chased the 3‐horse speed duel mid‐backside (‐6 lengths), ‐8 lengths near the far turn (22.51 opening
quarter), ‐6 lengths (3‐wide) mid‐final turn, 4‐wide entering the stretch, rallied too late (6.28 final 1/16). Prior effort he
broke well, chased the 3‐horse speed duel mid‐backside (‐7 lengths), ‐7 lengths near the far turn (22.07 opening quarter),
traveled evenly thru the 6.52 final 1/16. THE LATE FACTOR!
**************************************
OTHERS:
ILL TELL YOU WHAT bumped at the start, chased the 3‐horse speed duel mid‐backside (‐5 lengths), ‐4 lengths near the far
turn (21.93 opening quarter), ‐4 lengths mid‐final turn, lacked the needed response down the lane (6.52 final 1/16).
CITORI broke well, dueled inside 2‐rivals mid‐backside, battled thru the 22.51 opening quarter, dropped back ‐2 lengths at
the top of the lane, got tired at midstretch (6.28 final 1/16) vs. OUR TROOPER.
OUR TROOPER broke ‐1 length slow, lagged ‐10 lengths (chasing the 3‐horse speed duel) mid‐backside, closed the gap (‐6
lengths) mid‐final turn, 5‐6 lanes wide entering the stretch, rallied too late (just missed 2nd) thru the 6.28 final 1/16.
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 2
(4) SHE HUMS

(3) ADRIATIC SKYE

(1) BELLA ANGELINA

HORSES TO WATCH:
SHE HUMS broke well, chased the lone speed runner mid‐backside (‐4 lengths), ‐4 lengths near the far turn, raced in tight
quarters (losing action) around the far turn (22.35 opening quarter), lacked the needed response entering the stretch (toss
it out). Prior effort she broke well, chased the lone speed runner mid‐backside (‐3 lengths), fanned 5‐6 lanes wide near the
far turn (‐2 lengths), battled back for 3rd! She will get more pace to rundown!
ADRIATIC SKYE squeezed back at the start, losing ‐5 lengths, lagged ‐10 lengths mid‐backside (chasing the 3‐horse speed
duel) mid‐backside, lacked a rally entering the stretch (toss it out). Prior effort she bumped at the start, dueled inside 2‐
rivals mid‐backside, dropped back ‐4 lengths as the pace quickened mid‐final turn, gamely kept to his task to the end (23.61
final 1/4). Adds the blinkers and watch for more speed this time around.

BELLA ANGELINA broke well, chased the 3‐horse speed duel mid‐backside (‐8 lengths), ‐8 lengths near the far turn (22.09
opening quarter), traveled evenly down the lane (6.88 final 1/16). Prior effort she broke well, dueled between rivals mid‐
backside, dueled outside the eventual winner mid‐final turn, gained the slim advantage at midstretch, lacked the needed
response in deep stretch (5.91 final 1/16). She carries options for sure.
TRIBELLA broke out at the start, chased the lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐3 lengths), ‐6 lengths near the far turn (21.95
opening quarter), finished out with good energy (23.39 final 1/4) at 4 furlongs. Prior effort she broke well, sprinted clear (+2
lengths) near the far turn (22.10 opening quarter), +3 length advantage entering the stretch, held gamely (6.51 final 1/16).
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RACE 3
(1) PARTY TIME CHIC 

(6) BAKARAH

(2) GALAXY CZECH

MAJOR WIN PLAYER:
PARTY TIME CHIC (15.74) broke off balance, swerved in, bumped shortly after the start, losing ‐2 lengths, ‐2 lengths past the
gap, leveled midway, finished strong (not beaten badly for 2nd) thru the 10.02 final 1/8. She holds the highest ratings based
on adjusted clocking!!
*********
OTHERS:
BAKARAH (16.11) bobbled, drifted in, bumped shortly after the start, losing ‐ 1 1/2 length, raced ‐2 1/2 lengths past the gap,
kept to his task to the end (should have been closer) thru the 9.99 final 1/8 from the rail. Prior effort he broke ‐2 lengths
slow, drifted out early, appeared intimidated midway, leveled too late. DON'T OVERLOOK HIS PAIR OF "B+" works earlier
prior to his much troubled debut.
GALAXY CZECH (Q) 06/24 outworked by FLYING FAVORITE (both 12.4) Worked inside. Broke off balance, drifted in (3‐lanes)
shortly after the start, +1 length advantage midway, never asked, responding well under light pressure. Losing by a narrow
margin. GRADE: B‐ DRILL (Q) 05/16 BEST over FIRE COLT (12.7‐13.1) Worked inside. Broke well, quick in stride (lead), +2 1/2
length advantage midway, responding strong under light pressure. Winning by +2 1/2 lengths. GRADE: B DRILL
CORONA COMA broke in, bumped at the start, drifted out (2‐lanes) early, losing ‐1 1/2 length, ‐2 lengths midway, finished
very well (running well behind horses) thru the 10.12 final 1/16. Prior effort he broke off balance, drifted in shortly after the
start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐2 lengths past the gap, lacked the needed response thru the final 1/2 vs. productive field
(3‐returned to win). He is capable of better.
PURE IVORY (15.97) broke off balance at the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐2 lengths past the gap, kept to his task to the
end (9.99 final 1/8) in his local debut.
UP FOR PRIDE (Q) 06/03 outworked by LA SIERRAN (12.4‐12.6) Worked outside. Broke in, bumped at the start, hand
shoved, ‐1 length midway, never asked, finished out with run left crossing the wire. Losing by ‐ 1 1/2 length. GRADE: C+
DRILL (Q) 05/20 outworked by LA SIERRAN (12.8‐12.2) Worked inside. Hesitated, broke in (2‐3 lanes) shortly after the start,
hand shoved, ‐3 lengths midway (asked for run), responding well. Losing by ‐5 lengths. GRADE: no grade
LITTLE MISS FOOSE (Q) 06/20 BEST over HRH DIVID UP (12.9‐12.6) Worked outside. Broke well, quick in stride (lead), +1
length advantage midway, never asked, finished out very well light pressure. Winning by +2 lengths. GRADE: B DRILL (Q)
006/06 outworked by SIX MARTIN BREAKFAST (12.8‐12.6) Worked outside. Hesitated, drifted out shortly after the start,
hand shoved, swerved in, bumped midway (‐1/2 length), let run, responding ok. Losing by ‐1/2 length. GRADE: C DRILL
WIND CHARGED (Q) 06/27 worked solo (12.6) broke well, ok speed, light hand ride, responding well. Plenty left. GRADE: B
DRILL

VH SASS (Q) 06/06 outworked by SIX MARTIN BREAKFAST (12.8‐12.9) Worked outside. Broke off balance, drifted in,
bumped shortly after the start, hand shoved, ‐1 length midway, let run, responding ok. Losing by a narrow margin. GRADE:
C DRILL
*****

RACE 4
(5) NASHOGA

(3) WOW ITS HOT

(4) GAME PIECE

HORSES TO WATCH;
NASHOGA bumped at the start, dueled outside the eventual winner mid‐backside, battled thru the 22.46 opening quarter,
dropped back ‐2 lengths as the pace quickened entering the stretch, gamely kept to his task to the end as the heavy 1‐2
odds favorite. He definitely speed sharpened in last (870 yards).
WOW ITS HOT broke ‐2 lengths slow, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐6 lengths), ‐5 lengths near the far turn (22.12
opening quarter), closed the gap (‐3 lengths) at midstretch, split horses at midstretch, accelerated too late (6.61 final 1/16).
Prior effort he swerved out (2‐lanes), bumped shortly after the start, chased the lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐6
lengths), ‐8 lengths near the far turn (22.59 opening quarter), lugged out 6‐7 lanes mid‐final turn, not abused, finished out
with run left crossing the wire (good gallop out).
GAME PIECE broke well, dueled outside the eventual winner (GREAT BAMBINO) throughout, gained the narrow advantage
entering the stretch, battled the length of the stretch, lacked the needed response in deep stretch (6.61 final 1/16). Looks
tough with a repeat performance.
(((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))

RACE 5
(6) CLASS STOPPER 

(7) CHICKAKID

(5) LIGHT OF THE MOON

LES ONAKA'S LATE PICK 4
SMALL TICKET
5th race (6,7)

6th race (1,3)

7th race (1,2,3,4,5,6)

8th race (2,5)

TOTAL $ 48.00

6th race (1,2,3)

7th race (1,2,3,4,5,6)

8th race (2,5)

TOTAL $ 72.00

LARGE TICKET
5th race (6,7)

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
HORSES TO WATCH:
CLASS STOPPER (6/17) BEST over SECRET PRIZE RIBBON (both 12.0) Worked outside. Broke in, bumped at the start, quick in
stride, hand shoved, even up, responding strong under light pressure. Winning by a narrow margin. GRADE: B+ DRILL Looks
like a real runner!
CHICKADID (15.45) broke in, bumped at the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐2 lengths past the gap, gamely kept to her
task to the end (9.90 final 1/8) and wasn't beaten badly for it all. (Q) 05/06 BEST over JESSACARTEL (both 12.5) Worked
outside. Broke in at the start, quick in stride, hand shoved, +1/2 length advantage midway (lugging in), responding well.
Winning by +1 length. GRADE: B DRILL Note she holds the highest ratings based on adjusted clocking!!
*************************************************************************

OTHERS:
LIGHT OF THE MOON (17.92) bumped, pushed in shortly after the start, losing ‐3/4 length, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap,
gamely kept to her task to the end (improving her position late) thru the 9.73 final 1/8. Prior effort (15.81) she bumped
repeatedly shortly after the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐1 length past the gap, leveled midway, finished well (10.01
final 1/8).
ROYAL FOOSEPERRYPIE broke out, bumped at the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, losing path (toss it out). (Q) 05/27 worked
evenly with CHAMPES LUCKY BUX (both 12.2) Worked inside. Broke in at the start, quick in stride (lead), +1 length
advantage midway, let run, responding well. Even up. GRADE: B+ DRILL much better is forecast with the race under her belt.
SEPARATE CARTEL MC (15.80) broke well, quick in stride, raced ‐1 length past the gap, kept to her task to the end (9.96 final
1/8). Prior effort (15.92) she broke well, quick in stride, close up past the gap, kept to her task to the end (9.90 final 1/8).
VOULEZ WAGON broke out, bumped back (losing path) shortly after the start, Prior effort she hesitated, bumped (pushed
out (4‐5 lanes) shortly after the start. She posted a solid "B+" work earlier (05/06).
ROYAL POLITICIAN (17.9(0 broke in at the start, losing ‐1 length, raced ‐2 1/2 lengths past the gap (toss it out) vs. eventual
Ed Burke Million Futurity winner KVN CORONA (17.57 winner). Prior effort (15.91) she broke well, quick in stride, raced ‐3/4
length past the gap, kept to her task to the end.
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 6
(1) RAYDENATOR

(3) BONA FIDE OA

(2) RONS ON FIRE

HORSES TO WATCH:
RAYDENATOR (15.86) broke off balance, drifted out shortly after the start, losing ‐2 lengths, raced ‐2 1/2 lengths past the
gap, gamely kept to his task (running behind horses) thru the 9.91 final 1/9. He carries a solid rating based on adjusted
clocking! Watch for much better!
BONA FIDE OA (15.87) broke in, bumped at the start, losing ‐3/4 length, wide path, raced ‐1 length past the gap, gamely
kept to his task to the end (3‐way photo for 2nd). Prior effort (15.93) he bumped, drifted in shortly after the start, losing ‐
1/2 length, raced in tight quarters (bumped) past the 1/16 pole, never quit trying (10.12 final 1/8). He is coming off 3
consecutive trips.
***********
OTHERS:
RONS ON FIRE hesitated, bumped (pushed in/losing action) shortly after the start, not abused, finished out full of run vs.
tougher rivals. Prior effort he broke off balance, drifted in shortly after the start, losing ‐2 lengths, ‐2 lengths past the gap,
not abused, finished out full of run. Here is another who is capable of much better and drops in for claim for the 1st time.
HEZA DASHING TOOLE (Q) 06/20 BEST over TEMPTING FINALE (13.5‐12.9) Worked outside. Broke in at the start, quick in
stride, +5 length advantage midway, never asked, plenty left. Winning by +6 lengths. GRADE: B DRILL (Q) 05/13 outworked
by ZOOMIN HARD (12.8‐13.2) Hopped, drifted out shortly after the start, ‐2 lengths midway, not abused (toss it out).
SHINNING FAVORITE hesitated, drifted in shortly after the start, losing ‐2 lengths, raced ‐2 lengths past the gap (behind
horses), gamely kept to his task to the end (10.26 final 1/8) when competing in night's slowest of 4. Prior effort (16.03) he
bumped at the gap, raced ‐1 length past the gap, kept to his task to the end.
LOOK OVER hesitated at the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, losing path at the gap, lacked the needed response thru the final 1/2
(running behind horses).

SANCTIMONIOUS (Q) 06/17 outworked by KEEP ME WARM (both 13.2) Worked inside. Hesitated, drifted in (2‐3 lanes)
shortly after the start, not quick, hand shoved, ‐1 length midway, asked repeatedly, responding well. Losing by a narrow
margin. GRADE: no grade (Q) 06/03 outworked by KEEP ME WARM (both 13.3) Worked outside. Broke well, asked
immediately, ‐1 length midway, asked repeatedly, responding ok. Losing by a narrow margin. GRADE: C‐ DRILL
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 7
(1) SECRET PRIZE RIBBON

(3) ONE SPICY EAGLE

(2) VELLA

HORSES TO WATCH:
SECRET PRIZE RIBBON (Q) 06/17 outworked by CLASS STOPPER (both 12.0) Worked inside. Bumped , drifted in (3‐4 lanes)
shortly after the start, quick in stride, even up midway (asked twice) , responding strong. Losing by a narrow margin.
GRADE: B+ DRILL NOTE CHECK TO SEE CHECK STOPPER FARED IN RACE #05.
ONE SPICY EAGLE (17.96) broke in, bumped hard at the start, quick in stride (lead), losing lead midway, gamely kept to his
task to the end (just missed 2nd) thru the rapid 9.65 final 1/8. Prior effort (15.51) he hesitated, drifted out shortly after the
start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐2 lengths past the gap, leveled midway, finished strong (thru the rapid 9.69 final 1/8). THIS
IS A BIG FINISHER!
VELLA (17.97) broke ‐1 length slow, quick in stride, drifted in early, ‐1 length past the gap, kept to his task to the end (9.65
final 1/8). Prior effort (15.69) she bumped repeatedly shortly after the start, losing ‐1 length, drifted in, bumped early, ‐ 1
1/2 length past the gap, kept to his task to the end (9.87 final 1/8).
MISSMERIZING 915.30 broke out, bumped (losing momentum) shortly after the start, losing ‐1/2 length, quick in stride, ‐1
1/2 length past the gap, leveled midway, finished strong for 2nd (9.90 final 1/8) vs. easier. Prior effort (15.56) he broke off
balance, drifted in shortly after the start, losing ‐1 length, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, kept to her task to the end.
WILL NEVER TELL (15.63) broke ‐1/2 length slow, drifted in, bumped at the gap, raced ‐ 1 length past the gap, leveled
midway, finished strong and just missed (9.96 final 1/8). Prior effort he broke off balance, bobbled shortly after the start,
losing ‐1 1/2 length, losing path, not abused (toss it out).
VALIANT TIME HEART (15.60) broke off balance, drifted in shortly after the start, losing ‐1 length, raced ‐2 lengths past the
gap, gamely kept to her task to the end (actually just missed 2nd) thru the 9.80 final 1/8 when competing in night's fastest
of 2. (Q) 05/30 BEST over FAVOR IT (12.4‐12.6) Worked inside. Broke in at the start, quick in stride (lead), hand shoved, +1
length advantage midway, responding very well under light pressure. Winning by +1 length. GRADE: B DRILL
********************************************************************************
OTHER:
THREE TWENTY (Q) 06/24 BEST over PURRFECT FIT (12.5‐12.9) Worked inside. Broke in at the start, quick in stride (lead), +2
length advantage midway, let run, responding well. Winning by +2 lengths. GRADE: B DRILL (Q) 06/10 BEST over PURRFECT
FIT (both 12.8) Worked outside. Broke ok, drifted in, bumped, ‐1/2 length advantage midway, let run, responding well.
Winning by a narrow margin. GRADE: C+ DRILL
((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 8
(5) FDDS SWEET VENGENCE

(2) LIPS OF FIRE

(3) OUGHT TOBE FAVORITE

HORSES TO WATCH:
FDDS SWEEET VENGENCE (16.66) broke out, bumped at the start, losing ‐ 1 1/2 length, drifted in early, raced ‐1 1/2 length
past the gap, leveled too late (9.54 final 1/8) from the rail. Prior effort (15.49) she hesitated at the start, losing ‐1/2 length,
accelerated nicely, big run (lead) midway, held strong (9.82 final 1/8) vs. maidens. She posted a solid "B+" work earlier
(05/06) and is well drawn for sure.
LIPS ON FIRE (15.42) bumped repeatedly shortly after the start, losing ‐3/4 length, raced ‐1 length past the gap, leveled
midway, finished strong (SHOULD HAVE WON) thru the 9.71 final 1/8. Prior effort she broke out, bumped shortly after the
start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐2 lengths past the gap, lacked the needed response thru the final 110 yards. She is
definitely headed in the right direction.
*************************
OTHERS:
OUGHT TOBE FAVORITE broke in, bumped at the start, losing ‐1/2 length, drifted out (2‐lanes) at the gap,‐2 1/2 lengths
past the gap (toss it out). Prior effort (15.64+) she broke well, quick in stride (lead), flashed good speed, gradually pulled
clear late (9.87 final 1/8) vs. maidens! Fresh and dangerous for sure!
PRIMETIME ROYALCHICK (15.56) broke off balance, drifted in (2‐3 lanes) shortly after the start, losing ‐1/2 length, close up
past the gap, gamely kept to her task to the end (9.71 final 1/8) from the rail. Prior effort (15.86) she broke in at the start,
quick in stride, right there past the gap, lacked the needed response thru the final 110 yards. Check out her improving
ratings and improves her post.
ONE FLYING ROSE (15.63) broke well, quick in stride, close up past the gap, kept to her task to the end (9.71 final 1/8) vs.
LIPS OF FIRE. Prior effort (15.65) she broke well, quick in stride, ‐3/4 length past the gap, kept to her task to the end (9.84
final 1/8). SHE IS PERFECTLY DRAWN!!
SHE SHE SHE (17.07) broke off balance, drifted in shortly after the start, losing ‐1/2 length, quick in stride, right there past
the gap, kept to her task to the end (9.80 final 1/8). Prior effort (17.08) she broke in, bumped at the start, losing ‐3/4 length,
raced ‐3/4 length past the gap, kept to her task to the end. She must flee the rail....
MICHELES JESS broke off balance, drifted in, bumped shortly after the start, raced in tight quarters (bumped repeatedly)
early, losing path midway (toss it out). Prior effort she broke off balance, bumped at the start, swerved in at the gap.
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End

